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ARCHING ACTION REVISITED 

M. JA N AS, J. SOKÓŁ-SU PEL and J. SU PEL (WARSZAWA)

Reinforced concrete and elastic-tensionless strips transversally loaded and restrained against 
longitudinal displacements at supports are considered. The support restraints induce important 
axial forces and that results in a highly nonlinear and unstable character of the structure 
response. A commercial FEM code is used and the results are compared with those obtained 
from an approximate approach based upon the post-yield methodology, proposed years ago 
by the authors. The latter approach neglects elastic flexural deformations but accounts for 
axial compliance of the system and furnishes simple analytical expressions for the load vs. 
displacement relations. It appears from the FEM analysis that the flexural compliance has a 
negligible impact on the peak-load behaviour. The approximate approach gives satisfactory 
results, when compliance moduli for the structure and for restraining walls are appropriately 
chosen. Benchmark cases considered allowed for a proposition concerning determination of these 
moduli. 

1. lNTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of arching action induces an important rise in the strength 
of beams and plates restrained against lateral displacements at supports, when 
the materiał is "non-symmetric" (with different elastic and/or plastic response 
to compression and tension). This fact has been well known since many years; 
however, it is rarely taken into account in the engineering practice. The reason of 
this reticence is a highly unstable character of the phenomenon; clamped concrete 
structures under static loads may collapse in an abrupt dynamie manner (see, 
e.g., [l]).

If the plate supports restrain free longitidinal displacements and if the ma
teriał is weaker in strength and/ or elastic modulus, in tension than in compres
sion, bending under transversal loads is accompanied by important compressive 

membrane forces. The forces appear from the very beginning of the loading 
process, whereas the well-known tensile membrane response is negligible until 
displacements become really large. The compressive forces, when taken into ac
count, provide an important rise in the load-carrying capacity of the structure, in 
comparison with the results obtained from a purely flexural analysis. The latter 








































